unit cube by
Ty(x) = X + 7, Ty.a(x, y) = (x + 7, y + a(x)), Ty.aAx, y, z) = (x + 7, y + a(x), <bz) where 7 is a real number, a is a real-valued measurable function on the unit interval, all additions are modulo 1, and <p is a measure preserving transformation on the unit interval. The entropy h(Ty)=Q can be found explicitly calculated in [3] (for the definition of entropy of a measure preserving transformation see [3] or [7] ). Abramov fl] has shown &(r7,a) = h(Ty). By aresulton the entropy of direct product transformations [7] we have h(Ty,a¡4) = h(Ty,a) +h(4>). Anzai [2] in his extensive examination of skew product transformations of the type Ty,a has shown that the ergodic measure preserving transformations Ty,am and Ty,an with 7 irrational, otm(x) =mx and an(x) =nx, and \n\ 9i\m\ are not conjugate although they are unitarily equivalent.
Clearly both have entropy zero and supply an immediate counterexample to Fomin's question. However, if strictly positive entropy be required, we must be slightly more elaborate. Let <f> be the "two-shift" on the unit interval (for the definition see [4, p. 8] Rix, y, z) = (Jix, y, z), g(x, y, z), h(x, y, z))
where /, g, and h are measurable functions defined on the unit cube with values in the unit interval, we get the relations (i) fix, y, z)+y=f(x+y, y+mx, <pz) (mod 1) a.e., (ii) g(x, y, z)+nf(x, y, z)=g(x+y, y+mx, <pz) (mod 1) a.e., (iii) h(x, y, z) = h(x+y, y+mx, <pz) a.e. a.e.
Since Ty,am is measure preserving on the square, the integral remains unchanged after applying this transformation to the function being integrated; i.e., For R to be measure preserving it is clear that n/m = ± 1 which contradicts the assumption that \n\ 9é\m\. Therefore Ty,amA is not conjugate tO Ty,anA.
As we have seen above Fomin's question has in general a negative answer. The corresponding problem restricted to shift transformations is still unsettled. That is, given two shifts having the same entropy but based on different measure spaces containing a finite number of points and nonuniformly distributed measures we know they are unitarily equivalent.
But are they conjugate? Halmos [5] has suggested that probably the answer is no. But one particular case has been examined which indicates the answer may be yes! Meshalkin [ó] apparently has produced a measure preserving transformation which supplies an isomorphism between one shift based on a space of four points with measures 1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4 and another based on a space of five points with measures 1/8, 1/8, 1/8, 1/8, 1/2.
